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DEAF101
Preface
The original Deaf 258 series grew out of an idea from the staff of the Office of Deaf Services (ODS).
Faced with a growing need for short informational pieces to educate a largely hearing system where
there was an office focusing on the needs of deaf people with mental illness, these weekly one-page
flyers were developed and posted around the hospital that housed the in-patient Deaf Unit and the
Department of Mental Health's Central Offices in Montgomery.
Demand soon grew for wider distribution in the mental health system. Before long, ODS was getting
requests for other state agencies to share these posters. Ultimately, requests started coming from
around the country, until today, more than 3,104 separate places are receiving these from ODS
directly and countless more are receiving them "secondhand" from forwards and listservs.
This is the fifth volume of Deaf 258 posters, all from 2015. We hope to publish additional annual
volumes in the future.
The "2-5-8" is a play on signs, a sign language pun, if you will, representing the signs for "very
interesting." It's a deaf thing! You have to know American Sign Language and Deaf Culture to
appreciate the humor the pun. Deaf 2-5-8, on the other hand, is designed to be readily understood
by people who are not immersed in the culture.
It is our hope that readers will find these pages enlightening, educational, thought-provoking and
occasionally fun. You are free to use these pages for educational or informational purposes as long
as you keep the copyright information at the bottom of each page and you do not sell these pages for
any reason whatsoever. Please contact our office info@mhit.org for uses beyond those described in
this paragraph.
Enjoy!

DEAF 101
Entering a Deaf Patient’s Room
Like everyone else, Deaf people sometimes become sick
and end up in hospitals. Because the majority of people
who work in hospitals are hearing, many of which have no or
limited exposure to interacting with Deaf people, some
aspects of the stay can become tricky. .
With hearing patients, staff will usually
knock quickly on the patient’s door, pause
briefly and then enter.
However, when the patient is deaf, this
changes.
Some appropriate strategies can include:
 Provide and use a door knocker or lighting alert system. (Even when
the hospital provides a door knocker, if the patient is asleep, they may
not be alerted.)
 Open the door slightly to reach a light switch and flick the lights on and
off several times
 Open the door slightly and wave your arm, paper or flashlight. Then
slowly open the door – while continuing to wave.
 When possible, reposition the bed (or a mirror), so that the patient is
facing the door.

Staff should be alert to indications that it might not be
appropriate to enter. Hearing patients would say, “I’m not
dressed,” or something similar. Deaf people should have the
same opportunity to tell the visitor to wait.
©Office of Deaf Services. Permission to reproduce this document with copyright notice intact is hereby granted.

DEAF 101
Connections to Deafness – Bill Murray
During the filming of “Groundhog Day,” Bill Murray was
going through a personal crisis and was considered crankier
than usual. He also disappeared for hours at a time and the
studio was often unable to get in touch with him.

The studio became so
frustrated that they required Bill
Murray to hire a personal
assistant. This would allow the
Director and studio to deal with
the assistant (a go between),
rather than Murray.

Murray did not want to be bothered by the studio and was
frustrated with their edict. His response was to hire an
assistant who was profoundly deaf, used American Sign
Language and did not use English. No one else on set,
including Murray knew sign language. He told the studio
“not to worry that I’m going to learn sign language.” He
never did.

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/01/14/greatest-haters_n_4562571.html
© 2015, Office of Deaf Services. Permission to reproduce this document with copyright notice intact is hereby granted.

DEAF 101
Text Codes in ASL
People have used text codes (abbreviations) for decades.
One common example is 1-4-3 (I=1; Love=4;
You=3) to text I Love You. This originated when
pagers originally allowed only numeric text
and/or messages were extremely limited.
Deaf people use similar codes in American
Sign Language, such as 2-5-8 which
means “Very Interesting” (handshapes are
V or 2; 5 and 8 form the word interesting).
Usually these are used for fun or as a part of word play.
Some examples used by Deaf individuals (although not everyone may
understand or use each one), include:

444
13 13 13
85
165
888
11
1505
S5S
05
1058
SCS

What for? or You just made that up/rubbish
Hahahaha
That’s terrible, that’s awful
That person is not very bright
OMG!
I Understand
FYI, Information
ASL
I don’t care
Not interesting
Shocking

ASL That! Discussion https://www.facebook.com/groups/ASLTHAT/?ref=br_tf
©Office of Deaf Services. Permission to reproduce this document with copyright notice intact is hereby granted.

DEAF 101
Regional Sign Variations
In spoken English, there are regional variations on words
used for a specific concept.
For example:
To ask for a carbonated beverage, people will use such
terms as “soda,” “pop,” “soda pop/sodie pop,” “soft drink,”
or “coke.”
A spider can mean an eight-legged arachnid or a frying
pan (skillet).
In ASL, there are variants as well.
Signs can vary by region, state, race, ethnicity,
age, gender, modality, type of education, etc.

Follow the link below to see Shannon Reese demonstrate a
few variations (not an exhaustive listing) for birthday,
early, pizza, and picnic in ASL:
http://youtu.be/VnU6ovbUy6E
What’s Your Sign for Pizza? Ceil Lucas, Robert Bayley, and Clayton Valli
©Office of Deaf Services. Permission to reproduce this document with copyright notice intact is hereby granted.

DEAF 101
Entering an Office
A hearing person will often hear footsteps or movement
to know that someone was approaching their office. If
the person is still unaware, the visitor will usually start
talking or ask a question. They might even knock on an
open door or flat surface.
When entering a Deaf person’s office, these approaches
are not often effective. People who do not have exposure
to Deaf norms are often at a loss and sometimes default to
habits listed above.
Approaches which are visual are often more successful and
include:
 Flipping a light switch on and off (even if you have to
slightly enter the work space)
 Waving your hand or arm (depending on the distance and
space)
 Touching the person on the shoulder or gently shaking
their chair (if their back is turned)

Don’t be surprised if the deaf
person is startled and reacts to
the sudden intrusion. Without
forewarning, a person with their
back turned, concentrating on
their work – can react with alarm.
http://i2.wp.com/www.dstidbits.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/tumblr_m5d8wxfZ851ry10fwo1_500.gif
©Office of Deaf Services. Permission to reproduce this document with copyright notice intact is hereby granted.

DEAF 101
Truths and Myths about Communication
Yes it is true……….sometimes (not all) in some situations
(not all) some people who are Deaf (not all) can:
 Hear and understand speech
 Lipread and understand
 Speak and be understood
However, hearing people often over generalize this
information and function as if all Deaf people can always
understand in all situations. Usually this is represented in
statements like
“We understand each other,” “We don’t need an interpreter,” “They can
hear me when they want to,” “I know what they need,” “They can
lipread/hear/understand me,” etc.
This type of communication often places an undue burden
on the Deaf person to constantly work to understand concentration levels are higher, and more cognitive
resources are devoted to communication.
“Many people don’t realize how

exhausting listening, concentrating,
filling in gaps, guessing the subject,
and deciphering body language, lip
patterns, and facial expressions, is.”
-- A Deaf Person

http://successforkidswithhearingloss.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/12/Tiredness-in-Deaf-Children.pdf
http://www.ndcs.org.uk/family_support/education_for_deaf_children/education_during_school_years/tiredness.html
©Office of Deaf Services. Permission to reproduce this document with copyright notice intact is hereby granted.

DEAF 101
Connections to Deafness: Aristotle
Aristotle (344 BC–322 BC) had one of
the earliest known theories regarding
the intelligence and learning
potential of people who are Deaf.
He wrongly surmised that a person
reasons by speaking, and because deaf
people couldn’t hear and subsequently
could not speak (incorrect), they were
incapable of thinking.

The expression “Deaf and Dumb” has
its roots in this belief and literally
meant Deaf people were incapable of thought.
Aristotle had tremendous influence and for a long time
his theory was considered infallible.
As a result, Deaf people were denied basic human rights
(owning property, marriage, voting, education,
inheritance, etc.). The theory was categorically
disproven and yet the belief still exists in some ways
even today.
“People who know a little bit about deafness, scare me more than people who don’t know anything.
They have the potential to be viewed as an expert and can cause much more harm.” – Rev. Jay Croft.
By Julie Shipp, intern

http://www.start-american-sign-language.com/history-of-sign-language.html
©Office of Deaf Services. Permission to reproduce this document with copyright notice intact is hereby granted.

DEAF 101
Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder
Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD) includes a continuum
of birth defects caused by a mother’s use of alcohol during
pregnancy. Roughly 1% of children have Fetal Alcohol
Syndrome (FAS), which is the most severe form of FASD.
FAS can also have an impact on the person’s ability to acquire
or use language. Some considerations include: (not an
exhaustive listing)















may have low muscle tone or be floppy (when they sign),
poor spatial awareness,
failure to cross the midline of the body (may impact signs that go from one side to the other),
less detailed language than peers,
expressive or receptive language disorders, expressive skills that are superior to receptive
skills, (cannot use “matching their language” as a technique for determining the
person’s best language range).
the person can repeat information as if they understand when they do not.
ability to grasp parts, but not whole concepts of a message,
poor short-term memory, inconsistent memory and knowledge base,
information-processing disorder,
poor ability to perceive patterns,
poor cause and effect reasoning,
inconsistent ability to link words to actions,
poor generalization ability,
vision difficulties,

For individuals who are deaf and may not have adequate
language exposure growing up, these language issues can be
especially impactful. Particularly when professionals in
deafness are not aware of the impact FASD can have on
language development and use.
(NOTE: These considerations are not indicative of all Deaf individuals, not all causes of deafness
effect language and not all people who are effected are impacted in the same way.)
http://fasdcenter.samhsa.gov/educationTraining/courses/FASDTheCourse/index. aspx.
©Office of Deaf Services. Permission to reproduce this document with copyright notice intact is hereby granted.
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Deaf People and Institutions
There were times in the history of the United States that
institutionalizing individuals deemed unable to fare well in
society, was seen as socially progressive.
This included people who were mentally ill, cognitively
disabled, poor, members of minority groups, disabled, etc.
Deaf individuals were no exception.
There are countless stories of people who were placed in
psychiatric institutions because they were deaf. Some
were dropped off as children where they
lived the majority, if not all, of their lives.
In many cases, Deaf individuals did not
have access to language. This has created
a distrust of mental health systems within
the Deaf community that through personal
experience or generational history can still
present a barrier for treatment even today.

Elsie Lacks (1939 – 1955) Labeled as
mentally challenged, but was deaf and
epileptic. Crownsville Insane Asylum.

Deaf people placed in Schools for the Deaf generally had
a rather different outcome. There they had ready access
to language, socialization and education that was not
available to them in their families, local schools, or
communities. They were able to thrive.
Della Raye: A Girl Who Grew Up in Hell and Emerged Whole
©Office of Deaf Services. Permission to reproduce this document with copyright notice intact is hereby granted.

DEAF 101
Lifeguard: Most Lives Saved
LeRoy Colombo (1905– 1974)
contracted spinal meningitis at the age
of seven. As a result, he became Deaf
and lost the use of his legs. His
brothers worked with him to learn to
swim and within a year, he was able
to walk again.
He began swimming competitively at the Texas School
for the Deaf where he won many swimming races and
these experiences helped form his future career - as a
lifeguard. Colombo held the record with the Guinness
World Book of Records for the most lives saved –
907 (confirmed saves).
He was forced to retire from lifeguarding at the age of 62
because of a heart condition, but he still walked the
beaches and watched for swimmers in distress.
After his death in 1974, the citizens of
Galveston erected a plaque along the sea
wall in his honor. The annual 5K run in
Galveston is named after Colombo, and
there are numerous pictures of him in
lifeguard stations along the beach.
http://www.galvestondailynews.com/free/article_d73531ca-5043-11e4-aeac-001a4bcf6878.html
https://ifmyhandscouldspeak.wordpress.com/2009/12/01/leroy-colombo-life-saver/
©Office of Deaf Services. Permission to reproduce this document with copyright notice intact is hereby granted.

DEAF 101
Fast Food Restaurants
Regularly, the employee at a fast food restaurant is
working in a time pressured situation, focused on the
cash register, sometimes turning around to call out
orders – which makes lipreading difficult.
For a person who is deaf or hard of hearing, the ordering
process can be a challenge. The Deaf person will usually
point, write, text, gesture or mouth their order. A hearing
employee who may not encounter deaf people often can
become flustered (habitually resorting to asking the same
question again or looking for someone who came with the
deaf person to “interpret”). If the order is wrong, some
deaf people will just eat whatever they get, because it isn’t
worth the trouble to try again.
Picking up the order can
become a game of focus. Who
ordered before me? Is that my
food? Lipreading whether or not
they are saying my name or
calling out my order, etc.
Some restaurants have
instituted lighted systems that show the order number –
these are much easier and accessible.
http://www.whatkidscando.org/archives/featurestories/northstar.html
©Office of Deaf Services. Permission to reproduce this document with copyright notice intact is hereby granted.
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Protests and Connections
This year is the 50th anniversary of the Selma to
Montgomery marches which were part of the Civil Rights
Movement.
In 1988, the Deaf President Now protest in Washington,
D.C. occurred. Despite wide support for a Deaf person to
be appointed as the next president of Gallaudet University,
Elisabeth Zinser -a hearing person - was selected. The two
other finalists were deaf. Students were told “deaf people
are not yet ready to function in the hearing world” as
justification for the decision.
In protest, they
shut down the
campus. Students
and supporters
marched to the
Mayflower Hotel and U.S. Capitol. The Crispus Attucks
Museum loaned them the banner that civil rights leaders
carried in their effort to have Martin Luther King, Jr.'s
birthday declared a national holiday. The words on the
banner read: "We still have a dream." A deaf university
professor who helped carry the banner, stated “the banner
was old and fragile…we were honored to carry it.”

Eventually Zinser resigned and the university agreed to the
demands of the protesters. I. King Jordan was selected as
the University’s first Deaf President.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deaf_President_Now http://www.gallaudet.edu/dpn_home/issues/history_behind_dpn.html
©Office of Deaf Services. Permission to reproduce this document with copyright notice intact is hereby granted.
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TBI and Language
Traumatic Brain Injuries (TBI) can cause a host of physical,
cognitive, social, emotional, and behavioral effects, and outcome
can range from complete recovery to permanent disability or even
death.
TBI can also have an impact on the person’s ability to acquire
or use language. Some considerations include: (not an
exhaustive listing)









impaired attention
disrupted insight, judgment. and thought
reduced processing speed
distractibility
deficits in executive functions such as abstract reasoning
planning, problem-solving, and multitasking.
understanding or producing language
subtle aspects of communication such as body language or facial
expressions

For individuals who are deaf and may not have adequate
language exposure growing up, these language issues can be
especially daunting, particularly when professionals in deafness
are not aware of the impact TBI can have on language
development and use.
(NOTE: These considerations are not indicative of all Deaf individuals, not all causes of deafness
effect language and not all people who are effected are impacted in the same way.)
Hall RC, Hall RC, and Chapman MJ (2005). Definition, diagnosis, and forensic implications of postconcussional
syndrome. Psychosomatics 46 (3): 195–202.
Office of Communications and Public Liaison (2002). Traumatic brain injury: Hope through research. NIH Publication No.
02-2478. National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke, National Institutes of Health.
http://www.ninds.nih.gov/disorders/tbi/detail_tbi.htm.
©Office of Deaf Services. Permission to reproduce this document with copyright notice intact is hereby granted.
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AA/NA Meetings
One of the most important parts of
treatment for individuals in alcohol or drug
based treatment is communication. For
individuals who are deaf, finding resources
that are culturally and linguistically appropriate can be
challenging.
In rural areas, there may not be a sufficient cohort of
individuals to comprise an ASL specific support group such
as Alcoholics Anonymous (AA). Therefore, most group
meetings are interpreted. Some challenges of interpreted
meetings can include: (not an exhaustive listing)
The use of frozen text: This ritual language is meant to be stated exactly
the same way each time. It tends to create unity among members;
repetition of message; common language/history, etc. However, these
scripts are often interpreted a myriad of different ways when different
interpreters are used. When this occurs, it removes many of the benefits of
ritualized tasks. (Additionally, these texts can be read quickly and in ways
that are unclear, making understanding them more difficult).
Sponsors: Substance Use Disorder can be highly stigmatizing within the
Deaf community. Therefore, finding a sponsor who shares a common
language, while maintaining anonymity can be difficult.
AA/NA meetings are self-supporting and are usually not prepared for the
costs of an interpreter. Some meetings are “closed meetings” and are
hesitant to allow in an outsider who is not themselves struggling with
alcoholism.
Alcohol Awareness Month
http://www.theinterpretersfriend.org/tech/aa/terp4aa.html and http://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/mg-13_carryingtheaa.pdf
©Office of Deaf Services. Permission to reproduce this document with copyright notice intact is hereby granted.

DEAF 101
Humor – The Interpreter and the Mafia
There are occasions when the deaf community will joke
about the love/hate relationships they have with
interpreters. The joke is a humorous safeguard which
serves as a warning regarding past experiences and
represents ongoing concerns about the integrity of
interpreters. One example follows:
One evening a member of the mafia came home with a $500,000
and buried it in his backyard. His neighbor who was deaf,
watched from behind a curtain. Later that night, the deaf man dug
up the money and hid it behind his house. The next day, the mafia
man couldn’t find the money and realized that his neighbor must
have stolen it. He grabs an interpreter and confronts the deaf
man.
The mafia man says to the interpreter, "Ask him where the money is."
The interpreter signs, "Where's the money?"
The deaf man replies, "I don't know what you're talking about."
The interpreter states, "He says he doesn't know what you're talking about"
The mafia man pulls out a .38 and places it in the deaf neighbor’s face. "NOW
ask him where the money is."
The interpreter signs, "Where is the money?"
The deaf man quickly replies, "In a tree stump in my back yard."
The interpreter turns to the mafia man and says, "He says he doesn't know what
you're talking about, and doesn't think you have the nerve to pull the trigger."
©Office of Deaf Services. Permission to reproduce this document with copyright notice intact is hereby granted.

DEAF 101
Group Loyalty
Often a deaf person will make decisions that promote
loyalty and support other members of the deaf
community (including deaf people, family members,
interpreters, signers, etc.).
In addition to ease of
communication, group loyalty is
part of the reason that the Deaf
community will frequent a
business (restaurant, store, etc.)
or contract for a service (computer programming,
carpentry, babysitting, yard word, etc.) owned by another
member of the community.
Another example of supporting the activities of the
community is attending sign accessible events – such
as a deaf poet, a play with signing actors, an interpreted
concert, or open captioned movies. Even when it is not
convenient to do so.
When deaf individuals do not show support, they are often
reminded of this obligation by other deaf individuals.
When hearing individuals who are part of the larger deaf
community do not show support, they may be
admonished, decried, and can be accused of profiting from
Deaf people without giving back to those that helped them.
©Office of Deaf Services. Permission to reproduce this document with copyright notice intact is hereby granted.

DEAF 101
Accessibility
Most of the time individuals who work within the Deaf
community are aware of laws and regulations that govern
access to communication. Some these include (not an exhaustive listing):
 Sections 501, 503, 504 and 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973
 Americans with Disabilities Act
 Title VI of Civil Rights Act (Executive Order 13166)

Others that can have significant impact are
sometimes lesser known or used less often in
issues related to advocacy. One example is
the Joint Commission which provides
accreditation for most healthcare
facilities/hospitals.
The Joint Commission requires a healthcare facility to
conduct as assessment upon admission. This
assessment must include information about
communication and how the hospital meets those
communication needs in the provision of services.

“PC.02.01.21 the hospital effectively communicates with patients when providing care,
treatment, and services.”
Anyone may contact the Joint Commission to file a complaint.
http://www.jointcommission.org/Advancing_Effective_Communication/default.aspx
©2015, Office of Deaf Services. Permission to reproduce this document with copyright notice intact is hereby granted.

DEAF 101
Deaf Seniors and Nursing Homes
As we all get older, independence and self-care become
issues of concern. Assisted Living is the reality for a
portion of the aging population. Often there is concern
about the potential for neglect and abuse.
Within the deaf community, not only do those concerns
exist, but also the fear of isolation from those who
share a common language.
“Nursing homes must be accessible to individuals with disabilities, pursuant to two federal laws.
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, 29 U.S.C. Section 794, applies to all nursing homes which
receive any federal financial assistance, such as Medicare or Medicaid, and requires the provision of
auxiliary aids to ensure nondiscrimination on the basis of disability. 45 C.F.R. Part 85. Obligations
under Section 504 have been in place since 1973. The mandates of Section 504 have been
extended to all nursing homes through the Americans with Disabilities Act.”

In reality, very few nursing homes make their services
accessible for individuals who are Deaf and use sign
language. Many Deaf people placed in nursing homes
are effectively placed in isolation.
There are anecdotal stories of individuals who
attempt to advocate for access on behalf of the
resident, who are told not to return.
As a result of isolation, a Deaf person will
often withdraw, their language deteriorates,
medical services provided without the
opportunity to contribute to their own care, and decisions
made for them, etc.
http://synergy-emusic.com/ada.nursinghomes.html and http://nad.org/issues/health-care/providers/questions-and-answers
©2015, Office of Deaf Services. Permission to reproduce this document with copyright notice intact is hereby granted.

DEAF 101
Deaf People and Autism
Screening for Autism (ASD) in Deaf children has challenges
that are unique to the way that Deaf children are exposed
to and learn language. Diagnosis requires familiarity
with milestones typical for children who are Deaf so
that atypical development is identifiable.
Some language patterns related to Autism include:
 repeated language
 echolalia (copying language – rather than providing a
response or showing independent language)
 use of odd phrases
 difficulty with transitions, etc.

For individuals who are Deaf and do not have adequate
language exposure (language deprivation), they may
demonstrate all of the above, but not have Autism.
Repeated language can occur due to lack of learning
sufficient words, language can be copied as a way to try to
process what was said, odd phrases may be made up signs
that are used with close family members who don’t sign
well, and individuals with poor language don’t always use
time markers or identification of subject well, which leads
to poor transitions.
Children who are deaf appear to be diagnosed at the same
or higher rates of Autism as the general population.
A Summary of Current Understanding Regarding Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder Who Are Deaf or Hard of Hearing,
Szarkowski, et. al. Seminars in Speech and Language. Volume 35 No 4, 2014.
©2015, Office of Deaf Services. Permission to reproduce this document with copyright notice intact is hereby granted.

DEAF 101
Noises
It probably goes without saying that people make noises
when they breathe, eat, walk, etc. Hearing people have
determined certain levels of noise, specific to each setting
that are acceptable, less acceptable and unacceptable.
For example in a loud bar, tolerance for
louder noises – talking, slurping,
chewing, chairs scraping on the floor,
throat clearing, bathroom sounds, etc.
may be different than a library or a
quiet office environment. And all of
these may be different than acceptable
noise levels that occur at home.
People who are deaf often make noises they don’t hear
nor do they care if they are making noise. The reactions
of being told they are making noise can vary from
offended to surprise or apathy. Deaf people may even
view noises, including body noises, as being “private”
despite the fact that others can hear it and may feel
insulted that the noise was listened to and mentioned
(think about having someone eavesdrop on a private
conversation). Deaf people also do not always
differentiate acceptable noise levels based on the
environment, nor do they care if the person sitting next to
them in a meeting is clicking their pen.
Amanda Somdal, California
©2015, Office of Deaf Services. Permission to reproduce this document with copyright notice intact is hereby granted.

DEAF 101
Conversational Pauses
Timing is everything and varies between hearing and deaf
people as to when it is generally appropriate to
temporarily halt a conversation. The
differences are primarily related to visual
needs or movement of the hands (deaf) or
the ability to talk or hear (hearing).
For hearing people, it is generally considered rude to
continue talking when chewing food. A signer can
continue to hold a conversation while chewing without the
same limitations. (Although hearing people often feel
squeamish watching another person chewing).
When driving, and making a turn or merging with
traffic, hearing people will often continue to talk. When a
person who is deaf turns or merges, conversation is briefly
paused so that the driver can successfully navigate. The
same thing is true for individuals who are crossing a busy
street.
This understanding of pauses is generally pretty well
understood. However, it can be awkward when a
hearing person attempts to converse with a deaf person at
the wrong time (merging with taffic) or a deaf person asks
the hearing person a question just as they take a bite of
food.
Reading Between the Signs. Anna Mindess.
©2015, Office of Deaf Services. Permission to reproduce this document with copyright notice intact is hereby granted.

DEAF 101
I Said That…
People who are Deaf will often offer creative or practical
solutions to resolve communication access barriers.
But for some reason, people frequently ignore
this advice and try to come up with their own
solutions.
Usually, this idea is based on their own life
experiences, what they’ve seen on television,
what a friend recommended…or the agency feels like the
deaf person is asking for “something extra”
(communication?)
An example: Note - some details have been changed
A deaf professional was hired to work as a scientist for an international company. This
person came prepared and provided a list to the new employer of their needs for
communication access in order to do their job – which occasionally required contact
with the public…to include a videophone. The employer dismissed the list and instead
provided them with an old TTY. It was proven to be ineffective, so the employer
purchased another device, also proving ineffective. After multiple attempts and
failures, eventually the employer gave in and provided the deaf professional with the
videophone that was originally requested. Guess what? It worked well for their needs.

It is a very common experience for deaf people to have to
fail repeatedly, in order to finally be provided an
effective option. Many people get tired of fighting for
basic needs, and give up. When faced with communication
challenges, it is usually prudent to seek the advice of
individuals who have already faced these hurdles and
dsicovered a solution.
©2015, Office of Deaf Services. Permission to reproduce this document with copyright notice intact is hereby granted.

DEAF 101
Filling in Information Gaps
Imagine if you will, that you are watching a television show and the cable
signal is weak and therefore “drops” the signal from time to time. Most
people are able to fill in the brief gaps, even if it is frustrating or
inconvenient.

Being able to “fill in” missing conversational information
is a function of prior learning, predictability of the missing
information and the quality of the information presented
before the “gap.” When you lack antecedent information, it
can be very hard to predict. If you can’t predict, a gap in
information flow is likely to be a complete conversation
stopper.
There are two ways a Deaf person may be at a disadvantage.
First, language deprivation and secondly information
deprivation. Either one of these makes it hard to fill in
missing information.
When an inappropriate conclusion is drawn, based on
insufficient information and the Deaf person
responds (or shares) based on that
information, the Deaf person can be viewed
as less capable.
Imagine if you will, the difference between
completing a puzzle with one or two pieces missing vs.
completing a puzzle with most of the pieces missing and then
being expected to complete the puzzle in the same time
frame, with the same results.
©2015, Office of Deaf Services. Permission to reproduce this document with copyright notice intact is hereby granted.

DEAF 101
Hotels
People who are Deaf often have unique traveling stories
when they go on vacation or travel for work.
Under the category of “does this happen to everyone or is
it just me?” It seems that when guests who are Deaf
check into hotels, more often than not, they are given a
room by the elevators, ice machine, or a noisy area.
While hearing people do sometimes get placed in noisy
rooms as well, there seems to be and industry wide
understanding that deaf people are less likely to complain
when placed in a room where a lot of outside noise can be
expected.
On the flip side, deaf guests can be noisy themselves and
be unaware – such as having the television on and not
knowing that the volume is set on high.

©2015, Office of Deaf Services. Permission to reproduce this document with copyright notice
intact is hereby granted.

DEAF 101
Deaf Actors and Actresses
Throughout the history of movies and television many characters,
who were deaf, were played by hearing actors. Frequently these
individuals could not sign and had to learn rudimentary sign
language in order to play the part. Deaf actors/actresses were
not hired simply because the directors were afraid to use someone
deaf.
A few examples of hearing people playing deaf parts:

The Heart is a Lonely Hunter (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u5nqPMrirTw)
Dummy (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3e7JtLOTrj0) or
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1vEM6m9FN6g)
Johnny Belinda (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HaximxaHJmM)

A few examples of deaf people playing deaf parts:

Love is Never Silent (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5TUjfZMMTXQ)
Children of a Lesser God (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-h979vpNhY8)

Audree Norton who passed away in
May of this year was a deaf actress
who was refused roles of deaf
characters because she was herself,
deaf. (Mom and Dad Can’t Hear Me).
As a result, she filed a complaint with
the Screen Actors Guild and the grievance cost her career
wise, but paved the way for other deaf actors to work.
She was a founding member of the National Theatre of the
Deaf, acted in TV shows including Mannix, Family Affair,
The Streets of San Francisco, The Man and the City, etc.
http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/audree-norton-dead-pioneering-deaf-794895
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DEAF 101
Absolute Statements
Individuals who are Deaf and individuals who are Hearing
communicate differently. This doesn’t just include visual and
auditory elements (sign vs speech), but also how dialog
(interchange, discussion, negotiations, exchange of
information, etc.) occurs.
One example is the way that individuals who are Deaf use
absolute statements. A statement can be made such as:
“We have to cancel the speaker for that event!”

This is often used as a rhetorical strategy to call attention to
an issue and force discussion. It can also help reshape the
thinking of the audience to see a concept in a new light.
From here, the Deaf group will often enter into discussion to
consider possible implications and alternative plans.
Sometimes when hearing people hear an absolute statement
such as the one mentioned above, it seems final and may
even perceive it as inconsistent or untrue. They are often
confused when the Deaf person who seemed so adamant
before, is now fine with continuing with the first presenter,
but making some changes that satisfies the overarching goal.
Hearing people, for the most part, make
absolute statements in public only when they
are upset, have already had discussion, or have
made a final (unchanging) decision.
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DEAF 101
Hearing People and Gestures
Sign languages from all over the world incorporate
localized gestures into the language. For example, the
“okay” or “peace” signs used in American hearing culture
have been integrated into American Sign Language (ASL).
They are also frequently used between Deaf and hearing
people, who don’t share the same language, as a quick
way of communicating simple concepts.
Sometimes hearing people will
come up with or use a gesture in
a way that already has specific
meaning in ASL, sometimes with
humorous results.
A recent example of this is the
Instagram phase of the
“Forehead Peace Sign”
In ASL, this means stupid or
clueless.
Other examples include the
“heart” or “Oregon Ducks”
gesture and the “made you
look” gesture.
Moral of the story: Be careful when
making up gestures – in the south,
we would say “Bless their hearts.” 
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DEAF 101
Deaf Professionals in the Workplace
Individuals who are deaf who work in agencies or
businesses that are primarily staffed by hearing
individuals, often face some unique challenges.
Some examples include:

The office gossip. That information that everyone knows,
but isn’t a topic to be discussed in meetings. However, it can
be important in formulating strategies or avoiding a work
place faux pas.
Meetings. Because interpreters have to be planned in
advanced, ad hoc meetings or those called with short notice,
can be difficult for a person who is Deaf to be able to attend.
Often well intentioned people will make statements such as
“we can let you know” or “it isn’t required” or “don’t worry
about it” – however, other colleagues were offered access to
the information (including nuances) and to comment on it and
it often viewed, although perhaps not meant, as dismissive.
Contributing to the bigger picture. Often deafness is
considered a niche field. Therefore opinions are not sought
out from Deaf professionals in regards to areas
that impact the larger system.
The good news is that many of these issues can
be alleviated by pre-planning and inclusion.
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DEAF 101
Square Peg in a Round Hole
The farmer responded, "I don't see why my son has any right to fancy himself a square
peg ... when his father, and his grandfather, and his great-grandfather, have been round
pegs; and it is agin' nature for any creature not to take after its own kind."
—Edward Bulwer Lytton, Kenelm Chillingly, His Adventures and Opinions[3]

Deaf individuals seeking services from various agencies are
often treated as if they are hearing.
The fallacy in this thinking often centers on a core belief,
that the only difference between deaf people and hearing
people is the ability (or inability) to hear.
The differences are vast and include:











Language difference (ASL is not a form of English)
Cultural differences
Historical differences
Minority vs Majority status
Perspectives on the world
Fund of information differences (these
can be vast)
Educational Experiences
Differences in relating to their family
Humor, Socialization
Trauma, etc.

This differences should be taking into account, especially in
areas of service provision such as medical, mental health,
education, rehabilitation, etc.
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DEAF 101
Facial Expressions
Individuals who are Deaf are often astutely aware of
facial expressions and movement. Changes in facial
expression in sign language can represent affect or linguistic
elements such as adjectives or adverbs, etc.
Hearing people, do use facial expressions – mostly in an
emotive sense and usually to a lesser degree. But, in more
formal settings, typically maintain a static facial expression.
Hearing people listen to how voices change in inflection,
prosody, etc. for underlying meaning and aren’t as used to
watching faces for that same information.
Because people who are Deaf are accustomed to watching
faces, they are also aware of subtle changes that can
represent doubt, disapproval, lying, etc.
Deaf people can even recognize another deaf person in a
public setting (even when neither is signing and they don’t
know each other), by subtle differences in the way Deaf
people use their eyes, subtle facial expressions, how they
carry themselves, etc.

Cartoon by Matt and Kay Daigle “That Deaf Guy” http://www.thatdeafguy.com/
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DEAF 101
Two Families
Individuals who are Deaf are typically born into a family
that is hearing (approximately 93%). Usually the family
does not know sign language, or does not know it
beyond a command response mastery level.
As the Deaf person enters adulthood, they are likely to
seek other people who share similar
experiences, language, culture, etc.
The Deaf community then becomes a
second family – sometimes the Deaf
person is closer to members of the Deaf
community than they are their family of origin.
As the person ages however, especially when they are no
longer able to care for themselves, the family of origin can
become involved again. This can sometimes cause the
deaf person to be removed from (or have limited access
to) their Deaf family
A recent example in our state was when an older Deaf male passed away.
His family of origin decided to hold a small funeral in another state with
“family only”. The Deaf community grieved not just his passing, but their
exclusion from this service.

It can be difficult to juggle both families’ needs. It is
important for each family to respect the feelings of the
other family.
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DEAF 101
Connections to Deafness:
Joseph Henry Sharp
Joseph Henry Sharp (1859-1953) was an American
painter who produced over 10,500 works of art – 7,800 of
which were of Native American subjects.
As a child he was involved in a swimming accident. His
friends pulled him from the water and carried his body
(believing he was dead) home. His mother was able to
resuscitate him. The accident damaged his hearing and he
eventually became deaf.
In 1902, he camped at the battlefield
of Little Big Horn and painted native
life and members of the Plains tribes.
The portraits were exhibited in
Washington, DC and the Smithsonian
purchased eleven of the portraits.
President Theodore Roosevelt commissioned him to
paint 200 Native American warriors who had survived the
Battle of Little Big Horn.
Phoebe Hearst (mother of William Randolph Hearst)
bought 80 of his paintings and commissioned an additional
75 to include members of every major Great Plains tribe.
These paintings were eventually donated to the University
of California, Berkeley.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_Henry_Sharp
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DEAF 101
Frequenting Places
Imagine going to your bank to discuss opening a new
checking account or ordering your favorite meal at a
restaurant when you don’t share a common language.
Navigating a hearing world as a
Deaf person can be challenging.
Hearing people can react to
meeting a deaf person by (not
helpful) become surprised and
confused, keep talking like nothing
has changed, yell/use exaggerated
lip movements, call for a manager or occasionally (helpful)
try to point and use gestures, etc.
A Deaf person will often search for that hearing person
who will make an effort to communicate. They may
stay in longer lines, let others go ahead of them or will go
out of their way to go to a fast food restaurant, grocery
store, pharmacy, etc. to feel assured that their order may
be right, or at the very least the person won’t freak out.
Hearing people not understanding the rationale behind it
can become frustrated or view the deaf person as “less”
when they may refuse to move to another line.
Deaf people will also often pay a premium to patronize
deaf businesses (or those owned by fluent signers) to have
ready access to communication.
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DEAF 101
Participant Participation: Part 1
When hearing people are in a training, typically the
trainer lectures and the participants listen. Occasionally
participants will interrupt the presenter and ask questions
or participant will make a comment to another participant.
This is usually brief and discrete.
When deaf people participate in a
training lead by a deaf presenter,
frequently the process will be dialogic
with the deaf participants actively
engaging the presenter and each other.
Nancy Rourke “Frustrated in the Mainstream”

When deaf people participate in a training lead by a
hearing presenter, the presenter will often expect the
learning behavior as described in the first example.
However, deaf participants are more likely to actively
engage each other to make sure that everyone
understands -this is different than idly chatting,
gossiping, etc. A hearing presenter can misunderstand the
intent.
“I was helping another deaf participant understand the interpreters in
the training, but I kept missing some of the training while I was
communicating with him. The other six deaf got involved and they
would explain what I missed, and then I would explain it to the person
I was helping, or sometimes another person would help him out. It
was so hard! We were laughing too, to break the tension. That’s when
the hearing trainer got upset with us for talking among ourselves.”
Deaf and Hard of Hearing Peer Support. NASMHPD, September 15, 2015.
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DEAF 101
Participant Participation Part 2
When hearing people provide in a training, the style is
different than presentations provided by individuals who
are Deaf. Some examples include:
When using PowerPoint, a hearing presenter is likely to
make a comment such as “on this slide…” and continue
discussing information related to the slide.
A deaf presenter will note the slide,
have everyone take a moment to read
it, and then subsequently discuss the
material or make points stemming
from the information. This gives deaf
participants an opportunity to view the
information and the presentation. A hearing presenter
assumes that participants will listen auditorially and
visually read information at the same time.
When a participant wants to make a comment, a
hearing presenter will recognize the participant who will
then make a comment.
A deaf presenter will recognize the participant, have
everyone turn facing the participant, the deaf participant
will ensure that everyone is looking and that they are
visually accessible and then will proceed to make their
comment.
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DEAF 101
Negotiating a Sound Based Meeting
People who are hearing take behavioral cues from many
things in their environment, including sound or lack
thereof. When a crowd suddenly becomes quiet, everyone
usually anticipates that the speaker is ready to start.
When a person makes a point in committee and the
response is dead silence, it can mean disapproval or fear
to respond, etc.
For a person who is Deaf and receives language visually,
social cues are perceived in a visual manner, not via sound
presence.
Knowing when it’s okay to make certain sounds or to the
degree that the sound is being made (loud), can be a
guessing game when a deaf person is in a group of
hearing people. The situation can
continually change without any visual
clues – such as when the room
suddenly becomes quiet.
When is it okay to:
 open the Walmart plastic bag to get
something out during a lecture,
 open a piece of candy with a crinkly sounding wrap,
 laugh, cough, sneeze, sigh, etc.
 eat, swallow, chew
 move a chair on a hard floor
 open/shut a (I had no idea it was) squeaky door
http://shelaza.com/the-d-life/embarrassing-but-funny-deaf-moments/
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DEAF 101
Top 10 Deaf Halloween Costumes
1) The Thing - You know that disembodied hand from The Addams Family
that crawls all over the place? Well, it can sometimes feel like that’s how
the world sees us–hands waving about, not actually connected to a human.
2) Frankenstein - You know the big, green guy with bolts in his neck?
Bring a unique deafie twist by sticking the bolts in your ears instead and
pointing at them every time someone tells you to get out of the candy bowl.
3) Skeleton - Watch in delight as your deaf friends find it totally impossible
to concentrate on anything you say or sign. You know how distracting it is
when someone has a beard, or weird teeth? Try concentrating on what they
are saying when you can see their ribs, or NOSE HOLES in their skull. Ugh!
4) Pumpkin - There is no deaf connection to this costume other than I love
the idea of you all marching about like giant satsumas.
5) Mummy – Full body and face bandages. Get even with all those people
who are impossible to lip-read.
6) Werewolf - It is hugely important that you give a true representation of
real-life werewolves, or, as we know them, hearing dogs, howwwwl.
7) Alien - You have the outwardly-normal clothing, a bump, where your
stomach should be. Your face contorts in pain as you squeeze a secret
button. Your stomach EXPLODES. Out pops… A sign language dictionary.
TAKE THAT, HEARIES. Boom.
8) Dr Jekyll / My Hyde - There are endless variations. Think of any aspect
of deaf or hearing culture that divides people, and dress as both sides.
9) Audiologist - Every deafie’s worst nightmare? Tick.
10) A Deafie - If you really want to scare people, you can create this on a
shoestring budget. Simply be yourself and announce that you are a real live
Deaf Person. Enjoy the terror in their eyes before their head explodes.
Emily Howlett: Top 10 Halloween Outfits for Deafies! http://limpingchicken.com/2014/10/31/emily-howlett-top-10-halloween-outfits-for-deafies/
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DEAF 101
Historical Perspectives
Deaf people have struggled throughout time with basic
rights based on societies’ perspectives of deafness.
A few broad examples of early historical perspectives
from various societies:
Egypt: specially chosen by the gods, air of mysticism, were allowed
to be educated.
Greece: exterminated all individuals who were a burden to society
(had a disability).
Aristotle: linked deafness with mutism and believe that thought
occurred through speech, therefore deaf people were incapable
thought and consequently incapable of being educated.
Roman: not considered an adult - not allowed to own property, have
a will, marry, nor participate in public activities.
Jewish: various categories of deafness were defined and those
categories could control if the person could own property, draw up
contracts, marry, or inherit land or titles.
Christian: some regarded the ear as the gate to salvation – deaf
were unable to receive the word of God based on an inability to hear.
Some considered disabilities a punishment for sins. Some churches
were the home for deaf people through monasteries, some set up deaf
education and formalized sign language in an effort to save deaf
people’s souls, allowing them entrance into heaven.
Europe: Deaf people without speech ability had no legal rights.
Holocaust: regarded as imperfect and many were exterminated
along with other cultural and ethnic groups.
American: viewed as unwanted. Many were placed in institutions,
sterilized, left without communication and education. At times efforts
were made to ban deaf people from marriage, housing, driving,
insurance, employment, voting, etc.
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DEAF 101
Courtrooms and Legal Systems
Being involved in a legal situation can be scary and
overwhelming. The court room has a unique cultural
environment that can leave one frustrated and
confused. Imagine how much more so, when
the person is Deaf.
Communication access in legal settings can be
mixed. Access can vary depending upon what city,
state, the judge, or jurisdiction, etc.
There are many horror stories that are known in the deaf
community related to inappropriate access that have
resulted in dire consequences. Almost everyone who is
deaf or who works in the field can relay similar examples
of injustices. (Yes, these have all really happened)

 Domestic violence cases where the perpetrator is the interpreter.
 Divorce cases where one of the spouses is the interpreter.
 A deaf person sideswiped by another car being fined because the
police officer on the scene spoke only to the hearing person in the
other car.
 A hearing family member made guardian of the deaf family
member – just because the person is deaf.
 In contract disputes, the deaf person being required to pay for
their own interpreter.
 Arrested with no understanding of why.
 Underage hearing children being recruited to interpret.

A story told involving a Deaf person and the legal system
in Alabama is included here:
http://www.academia.edu/6526841/Obstacles_Faced_by_Deaf_People_in_the_Criminal_Justice_System
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DEAF 101
Crab Theory
The "crab theory" is a term used by
members of the Deaf community. It is
a metaphor to describe the tendency
of some to criticize or put down the
successes or achievements of other
Deaf people. It is also used in other
minority groups to describe similar phenomena.

Paul Scearce Deaf Artist
Crab mentality ~ http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crab_mentality

It may take several different forms: malicious gossip,
grudges, social rejection, etc., and is directed against Deaf
community leaders, successful business entrepreneurs,
educational administrators, deaf individuals who go to
college while their deaf peers never get beyond high
school, deaf people who "don't act Deaf enough", even
Deaf individuals who do such positive things as buying a
new car or marrying a good person.
It can also be prevalent within the interpreter
community when interpreters succeed in similar ways;
obtaining jobs, assignments, awards, etc.
The analogy is to a bucket of live crabs: whenever one
crab attempts to escape by climbing out, the others reach
up and pull it back down. The result, of course, is that no
crab succeeds in escaping the bucket.
http://libguides.gallaudet.edu/content.php?pid=351730
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DEAF 101
Sign Variations: Thanksgiving
In spoken English, there are regional variations on words
used for a specific concept. In ASL, there are variants as
well. (See previous 258 on Regional Sign Variations).
There are several signs for the concept of “Thanksgiving”
in American Sign Language - here are a few.

or

http://www.lifeprint.com/asl101/pages-signs/t/thanksgiving.htm

or

or

(just for fun!)
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DEAF 101
Conversations and Eye Contact
There are distinct differences in the way that Deaf and
Hearing people who are conversing allow for interruptions
by another person.
If two people are Deaf are signing, eye
contact is extremely important. If a
third person approaches and ask a quick
question, it’s acceptable to provide quick
feedback – such as a “thumbs up” or
“ok” or a head nod, or even a quick
direction “over there”, etc. If a person
needs to exit the conversation, they should explicitly tell
the other person before leaving.
If one person is Deaf and the other is Hearing, the same
rules apply for quick responses. However, often times the
Hearing person will break extended eye contact, will stay
engaged in the secondary conversation, sometimes talking
without signing, or even leave without explaining why to
the Deaf person. Breaking eye contact while someone is
signing is akin to hanging up on someone who is talking on
the phone.
The Deaf person would feel offended. It would be better to
say “excuse me for a minute, I need to take care of this”
before disengaging (physically, location, or eye contact).
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DEAFOLOGY 101
Higher Power
Because they are two distinct and separate languages, there is not
a direct word for word correlation between English and American
Sign Language. As a result, some concepts can be difficult to
convey between the two languages.
In the field of addictions, specifically in Twelve Step recovery
groups, the concept of “a power greater than ourselves” is integral
to successful recovery.
To many, this is a reference to God, Jesus Christ, or whatever deity
that person may choose to profess. However, there are those for
which this concept does not satisfy that need. Alcoholics
Anonymous encourages the search for “God as we understand
Him.” As such, this “Higher Power” need not be identified; many in
recovery cite things like “the Fellowship” or “the Twelve Steps” as
their higher power.
For the Deaf addict, in a mainstreamed environment, the concept
is often equated as “God” as the definitive meaning, as opposed to
allowing that individualized search. This
may be an inadvertent form of linguistic
oppression. As carriers of the message of
AA, it may behoove interpreters to
consider expanded options for meaning
and sponsors to spend greater time with
the Deaf addict, as gaps in knowledge
exist.
Alcoholics Anonymous, Forth Edition, Chapter 5 - www.aa.org
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DEAF 101
Signing Space and Perceptions
It physically takes more room to sign that it does to speak.
This may seem obvious, but often when a hearing person
who isn’t used to this, ventures too close, they can be hit
by a random sign.
See information on Deafspace
http://www.gallaudet.edu/campusdesign/deafspace.html

Sometimes the active nature of
signing can also be mistaken for
aggression.
This is also true when a person who is deaf or a hearing
person who is a fluent signer recounts a story that may
involve an emotional element.
If a Deaf person is recanting a story about two people
arguing, the signer will take on the countenance,
mannerisms, and emotions of each person.
This would be an appropriate way to let the viewer of the
information know exactly what occurred. For a person who
is not used to this, the Deaf person telling the story
may be perceived as angry. This can have unfortunate
consequences when the person is incarcerated,
(psychiatric setting or corrections), or viewed as out of
control in other settings (educational, social, employment,
etc.) and normal discourse could be labelled “defiant.”
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